Your Road Map to Orientation

**Challenge**
Students will participate in a 3.5 day experience designed to *immerse* them in the Northwest and the greater Puget Sound region.

**Comfort**
Students will *engage* with the liberal arts. This begins with the Bookend Experience that introduces the concept of learning at Puget Sound and will continue throughout the immersive experience. Finally, students will *connect* their immersive experience to the bookend via academic reflection — the essence of experiential learning.

**Connect**
Students will have the opportunity to meet a group of students with similar interests through their advising class group and immersive experience group. Not only will they *connect* with those students, they will *engage* with their faculty advisors, students leaders, and peer advisors.

Arrival/Move-in/Family Programs: August 18, 2018
Family Farewell: August 19, 2018 before Noon
Orientation Begins: August 19, 2018 at Noon
To view the full schedule, visit: pugetsound.edu/orientationschedule

stuact@pugetsound.edu
253.879.3317
pugetsound.edu/orientation